
CARTOGRAPHY SPECIALTY GROUP BUSINESS MEETING 

April 7, 2017 (held at the AAG Annual Meeting – Boston, MA) 

Presiding: Patrick Kennelly, Chair 

Present: 11  members (board included) 

The meeting was called to order at 11:50 am 

I. Announcements (Kennelly) 

A. Introductions (Kennelly) 

Current officers were introduced, and a brief overview of the purpose of the group provided. 

B. Summary of AAG Chairs meeting (Savelyev) 

Attendance at this year’s meeting was record breaking.  Mission focus: reasonably organized website, and it 

was emphasized that it is important to capture processes for SGs so that incoming officers know 

responsibilities.  Websites should emphasize opportunities for international and nonacademic organizations 

to be involved, as well as how (connection through AAG). Approx. 1/3 of presentations international – if 

you’re not tapping into this, you should. 

Reminder: special form for student awardees, for announcing at luncheon. 

(Kennelly) 523 members, we sponsored 33 sessions. 

Many meetings at same time, no real system to prevent right now, so need to email to list explicitly conflicts. 

II. General Business

A. Awards 

1. Honors Student Paper Competition (Li) 

We had 5 submissions; 1 had to withdraw, so 4 finalists.  Two reviews submitted for papers already, 

presentations immediately following SG meeting.   

2. Masters’ Thesis Research Grant (Bell) 

To promote research for master’s students researching advancing the field of cart.  Discussing whether or not 

to fund travel grants (would require a change of bylaws).  This recent cycle did not yield any eligible 

applicants (see later discussion). 

1. Illustrated Paper Competition (Boll-Basse) 

First year doing this solo, focusing solely on cartography students.  Not exclusive to research about 

cartography, but focus on maps themselves.  10 applicants; 1 withdrew.  Open for undergrad to PhD.  Janelle 



Robinson (Syracuse), Cindy Brewer (Penn State), and Alex Tait (National Geographic) volunteered their time 

as judges.  Not just a map for map’s sake, but meaningful ways to engage with map.    Winners will be 

posted on the website. 

B. Treasurer's Report (Rock) 

 Report distributed indicated balance of account as of 28 Feb 2017 of $ $ 7099.42, an 

increase of $1080 over last year. 

 Total expenses from 31 March 2016 to 28 Feb 2017 were $1620, which includes awards and 

2016 luncheon attendees and registration reimbursements.  

 Total income from dues, from 31 March 2016 to 28 Feb 2017 was $2700, a slight increase 

over the previous year. 

C. Board nominations/elections (Kronenfeld) 

Officers provided a brief overview of duties; detailed descriptions are on the website  It is the responsibility of 

the past chair to run elections. In prior years, this has been conducted via email prior to AAG, this year, hope 

to solicit nominations at meeting.  Unfortunately conflict with other SG meetings meant low turnout, so Barry 

will send out an email after the meeting seeking additional nominations.  One academic director, the non-

academic director, and student director are open, as well as vice chair.    Old business 

D. National Geographic Student Map Awards 

Our contact at National Geographic retired, and reorganization there shelved this award.  We are hoping to 

revive the award, as it does not require a financial commitment from NG.  Alex Tait is now at NG, and is 

helping to judge the Illustrated Papers this year, so hopefully he can help facilitate running this competition 

next year 

III. New Business

A. ICC Booth 

We will have a booth at ICC, no chairs/tables, will just be a display to advertise SG.  Contact Pat Kennelly with 

ideas or offers to help staff the booth.  For the display, seeking not just maps, but photos of cartographers at 

work.  May include this year’s illustrated paper winners as examples of student work. 

Hal Moellering also spoke to promote the conference.  The entire conference will be in the Marriott, so no 

running from place to place.  Great room rate $159, you should book rooms soon, as this is well below typical 

for the area.  Check the website for commission meetings; this is a great opportunity for international 

networking/collaboration.   

B. Website Maintenance 

Barry Kronenfeld discussed the new(ish) website, which was a goal during his tenure, goal was to get us a 

new easy-to-use and maintain website. Barry has been maintaining it for a couple of years, but looking to 

transition.  Question was raised: Should we roll into an existing position, or create a new position?  Amber 



Boll-Basse suggested combining with a social media role, to maintain a Twitter presence.  We also have a 

blog page on the site, which to some extent replaced our newsletter, which in recent years has moved from 

being a separate position to part of the duties of the Vice Chair. Sasha suggested splitting technical 

maintenance from communication officer, which could be a shorter term position (perhaps one year) to 

avoid burnout. 

A motion was proposed but later withdrawn to create a one-year Communication Director position.  

Discussion ensued regarding continuity of position, and the value of Twitter and other social media to reach 

younger audiences.  Position might also include promotion of SG at conference in terms of regular tagged 

tweets, to promote awareness of what the SG does. 

Sarah agreed to launch a Twitter presence (@CartoAAG), and will maintain it if she is renewed, to help define 

it before proposing a change to the bylaws.  She will create a Twitter account, we can promote at the rest of 

AAG and ICC. 

Motion (Savelyev; second Howarth): Maintenance of the website to be linked to role of vice chair/chair/past 

chair.  Motion passed. 

C. Master’s Thesis Grant  

Sarah Bell reminded the group that there have been a few rounds recently with no awards given, which may 

be due to program guidelines, which state that the research must be cartographic in nature, and funds are 

for research-related expenses.  In the most recent round, all applicants requested travel funds to AAG, which 

is expressly excluded from this grant.  This raised the question of whether or not we should cover travel and 

registration to AAG, or perhaps fund just registration.  Also, given the limited number of applicants, should 

we switch to 2/year?  Discussion tabled for later due to lack of time. 

Meeting adjourned at   1:10 pm. 


